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Abstract

Background: Unipolar major depressive disorder (MDD) is characterized by aberrant amygdala responses to sad stimuli and poor
cognitive control, but the interactive effects of these impairments are poorly understood.
Aim: To evaluate brain activation in MDD in response to cognitive control stimuli embedded within sad and neutral contexts.
Method: Fourteen adults with MDD and fifteen matched controls participated in a mixed block/event-related functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) task that presented oddball target stimuli embedded within blocks of sad or neutral images.
Results: Target events activated similar prefrontal brain regions in both groups. However, responses to target events embedded within
blocks of emotional images revealed a clear group dissociation. During neutral blocks, the control group demonstrated greater activation
to targets in the midfrontal gyrus and anterior cingulate relative to the MDD group, replicating previous findings of prefrontal hypo-
activation inMDD samples to cognitive control stimuli. However, during sad blocks, theMDDgroup demonstrated greater activation in
a number of prefrontal regions, including the mid-, inferior, and orbito-frontal gyri and the anterior cingulate, suggesting that relatively
more prefrontal brain activation was required to disengage from the sad images to respond to the target events.
Limitations: A larger sample size would have provided greater statistical power, and more standardized stimuli would have
increased external validity.
Conclusions: This double dissociation of prefrontal responses to target events embedded within neutral and sad context suggests that MDD
impacts not only responses to affective events, but extends to other cognitive processes carried out in the context of affective engagement. This
implies that emotional reactivity to sad events in MDD may impact functioning more broadly than previously understood.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Emotions are mediated by complex neurobiological
systems that prepare an organism to act appropriately in
response to environmental stimuli and challenges (Gross,
ith cognitive control in unipolar depression: An fMRI investigation,
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1 On the basis of mostly self-report data, Rottenberg et al. (2005,
2007) have argued that depression is associated with broad emotion-
context insensitivity, suggesting hypo-responsivity to both pleasant
and unpleasant events. We note that in the present study, we are
examining specifically amygdala responses to sad stimuli, rather than
the effects of sad stimuli on self-reported mood.
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1988). Emotional reactivity is mediated through limbic
brain regions that have extensive dopaminergically-
mediated inhibitory prefrontal modulatory projections
(e.g., Jentsch et al., 2000; Ledoux, 2000). In non-
clinical populations, responses to stimuli requiring
cognitive control recruit dorsal prefrontal brain
regions, including the anterior cingulate and the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Yamasaki et al., 2002;
Fichtenholtz et al., 2004). Ventral brain regions,
including the limbic system, and, in particular, the
amygdala, respond to negatively valenced stimuli
(Dolcos et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2005; Ledoux,
2007). Of relevance in the present context is the well
established finding that limbic responses to affective
stimuli interfere with prefrontally-mediated, putatively
non-affective cognitive processes (Dolcos et al., 2006;
Dolcos and Mccarthy, 2006; Dolcos et al., 2007;
Dolcos et al., 2008). Specifically, activity of ventral
brain regions, including the amygdala as well as the
ventrolateral and medial prefrontal cortex, inhibits
functioning of dorsal “executive” brain regions (Seibert
and Ellis, 1991), and dorsal functions are dampened
when ventral systems are engaged (Dolcos and
Mccarthy, 2006).

The purpose of the present investigation was to
examine the effects of amygdala activity in response to
sad stimuli on prefrontal responses to cognitive control
stimuli in unipolar major depressive disorder (MDD).
The core symptoms of MDD strongly implicate
difficulties in emotion processing (i.e., sadness and
anhedonia, American Psychiatric Association, 1994),
and MDD is characterized by heightened reactions to
sad stimuli, particularly after the termination of sad
events, relative to individuals without MDD (Peeters
et al., 2003; Rottenberg, 2005). Neuropsychological
profiles of individuals with MDD reveal poor perfor-
mance on tasks that measure cognitive control (Veiel,
1997; Zakzanis et al., 1998), deficits that have been
linked to dysfunction of prefrontal brain regions,
including the dorsolateral and ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex and the anterior cingulate cortex (Brody et al.,
2001; Rogers et al., 2004).

Individuals with MDD show greater amygdala
activity during passive viewing of unpleasant stimuli
(Surguladze et al., 2005), during encoding of subse-
quently remembered negative stimuli (Hamilton and
Gotlib, 2008), and during automatic emotion processing
(Dannlowski et al., 2007). Of relevance in the present
context is evidence that MDD is characterized by more
intense reactions to sad events after the termination of
sad stimuli (Peeters et al., 2003; Goplerud and Depue,
1985), suggesting that the effects of amygdala hyper-
Please cite this article as: Dichter, G.S., et al., Affective context interferes w
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activity to sad events may impact not only responses to
sad stimuli per se, but on events that follow such stimuli
as well.1

Several studies have made strides towards demon-
strating the effects of emotional hyper-responsivity on
cognitive processing in MDD. Siegle et al. (2007)
reported amygdala hyperactivity to personally relevant
negative words and dorsolateral prefrontal hypoactivity
to a cognitive task (i.e., digit sorting); however the two
tasks were presented in relative isolation (see also
Johnstone et al., 2007). Likewise, Wang et al. (2008)
demonstrated the impact of emotional stimuli on
subsequent hemodynamic responses to a cognitive
control task in MDD, but the study examined delayed
effects of emotional stimuli (18–20 s after offset), and
medication use by MDD participants appeared to blunt
neural reactivity to the emotional stimuli. Grimm et al.
(2008) reported anomalous DLPFC activity during
emotional judgments of International Affective Picture
System (Lang et al., 2005) images. Finally, Fales et al.
(2008) reported anomalous relations between activity of
the amygdala and the prefrontal cortex in response to
unattended fear images during an attentional interfer-
ence task. However, the use of fearful (as opposed to sad
or MDD-specific) stimuli is less diagnostically relevant
to MDD, and there are inconsistent findings of cognitive
bias to fear-related negative stimuli in MDD (Mogg and
Bradley, 2005).

These converging lines of evidence suggest that
MDD is characterized by aberrant limbic–prefrontal
interactions. However, the effects of amygdala hyper-
reactivity on prefrontal recruitment to cognitive control
stimuli presented in the context of sad stimuli in MDD
are unknown. This is a critical omission, given that the
impact of poorly modulated emotional responses in
MDD likely extends beyond responses to affective
events themselves to other domains of cognitive
processes that are essential for effective functioning.
Attempts to perform tasks requiring cognitive control
during a sad context likely mirror the real-world
experience of individuals with MDD and highlights
the impact of affective events on other domains of
cognitive processing that are required for productive
functioning.

The purpose of this investigation was to examine
limbic–prefrontal interactions in unmedicated adults
ith cognitive control in unipolar depression: An fMRI investigation,
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with MDD via a mixed block/event target detection task
using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).
This design allows for analyses of responses to
cognitive control stimuli presented during blocks of
neutral and sad images. When target events were
presented within blocks of neutral images, we predicted
that we would replicate previous studies documenting
prefrontal hypo-activation in MDD during tasks requir-
ing cognitive control (e.g., Brody et al., 2001; Rogers et
al., 2004). However, we hypothesized a different pattern
of results for target events embedded within blocks of
sad images: specifically, we hypothesized that success-
ful target detection during blocks of sad images would
require MDD participants to recruit prefrontal regions to
a greater degree than their nondepressed counterparts.
We hypothesized increased prefrontal activation to
cognitive control stimuli in sad contexts in the MDD
group because of evidence that the prefrontal cortex
mediates affect regulation in emotional contexts (Ochs-
ner et al., 2004) and that intact behavioral performance
in the context of increased task demands predicts greater
prefrontal neuronal activity that acts in a compensatory
manner (Adler et al., 2001). In other words, we
predicted that hyper-responsivity to sad images would
require greater “cognitive effort” to respond appropri-
ately to cognitive control stimuli (e.g., Matsuo et al.,
2007).

We further hypothesized that greater severity of
depressive symptoms would predict increased “cogni-
tive effort” to disengage from sad stimuli, and thus
greater prefrontal activation to targets embedded within
sad blocks. We hypothesized no group differences on
subjective responses to affective images, based on
published findings (e.g., Dichter et al., 2004; Dichter
and Tomarken, 2008; but see, e.g., Sloan et al., 1997;
Sloan et al., 2001; Rottenberg et al., 2005), and no group
differences in task accuracy and reaction times, given
the ease of the task.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Sixteen unmedicated adults with unipolar major
depressive disorder (MDD) and 15 control participants
enrolled in the study. One depressed female participant
withdrew after her diagnostic interview due to remission
of symptoms. Not included in analyses are the data from
one depressed female who had frank abnormalities in
brain anatomy. The final sample included fourteen
participants with MDD (7 female; 3 African American,
1 Asian American, 2 Hispanic ethnicity, 1 “Other”) and
Please cite this article as: Dichter, G.S., et al., Affective context interferes w
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15 control adults with no current Axis I disorders and no
history of MDD (9 female; 2 “Other”). One MDD
participant met criteria for concurrent dysthymia. Parti-
cipants were recruited via local newspaper and web
advertisements, as well as flyers posted in campus and
medical center locations. After a complete description of
the study was provided to participants, written informed
consent was obtained to protocols approved by the Duke
and UNC-CH Human Investigations Committees.

Participants were assessed using the Structured
Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders
(SCID-I; First et al., 1995) and the North American
Adult Reading Test (NAART, Blair and Spreen, 1989).
Inclusion criteria for the MDD group included the
presence of current Major Depressive Disorder and no
other current Axis I disorder other than dysthymia.
Inclusion criteria for the control group included no
current Axis I disorder and no history of mood disorder.
Exclusion criteria for both groups included current use
of psychotropic medications, estimated IQ of 80 or
lower, history of neurological disorders or injury,
current substance abuse or dependence, or factors that
would interfere with the safety of MRI scanning (e.g.,
implanted metal, claustrophobia, current pregnancy).

Participants were paid $10 for each hour of
diagnostic and symptom assessments, and $45 for
each imaging session. The depressed (mean=26.9,
SD=4.9) and nondepressed (mean=0.7, SD=1.2) groups
differed significantly with respect to Beck Depression
Inventory (BDI, Beck et al., 1996) scores, t (27)=20.6,
pb .0001, but not with respect to age, t (27)=1.99, pN .05
[MDD mean (SD) age=34.8 (14.3) years, control mean
(SD)=30.8 (9.6) years], or gender distribution,χ2 (1)=0.3,
pN .10.

2.2. fMRI task

Participants completed seven functional imaging
runs (see Fig. 1). Runs 1–5 each consisted of a 5′38″
forced-choice mixed block and event-related target
detection task during which a rare target stimulus (i.e.,
a bullseye) was presented embedded within alternating
blocks of sad and neutral pictures. Runs began and
ended with a neutral block. Stimuli were presented for
1000 ms and with a 2000 ms stimulus onset asynchrony
(SOA). Blocks were 30 s in duration and consisted of
two target stimuli embedded within 13 non-target
emotional pictures. All target events were separated by
a minimum of 12 s, and targets were not presented
within the first 6 s of each block. In this forced-choice
reaction time paradigm, participants were instructed to
respond via right-hand button box to every stimulus as
ith cognitive control in unipolar depression: An fMRI investigation,
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Fig. 1. Design of the fMRI task. Runs 1–5 were a mixed block/event design with alternating 30-second blocks of neutral or sad images. Target events
were presented embedded within neutral and sad blocks. Runs 6 and 7 were a passive viewing block design that presented neutral and sad blocks
without target events.
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quickly and accurately as possible by pressing one
button for all non-target images and an alternate button
for targets. In this manner, motor activity related to
making button-presses was incorporated into the task
baseline.

Runs 6 and 7 were identical to runs 1–5, however
target events were not presented and button responses
were not required (i.e., a passive viewing block design
task). The purpose of these runs was to validate whether
the sad images, not presented in the context of a target
detection task, recruited the amygdala to a greater
degree in the MDD sample. This design feature was
incorporated to allow for testing of whether the MDD
group did indeed evidence hyperactivity to sad stimuli
without the potential confounds of (1) embedded target
events in the mixed block/event runs, and (2) the
executive demands of button-presses to sad stimuli in
the mixed block/event runs.

2.3. Stimuli

Visual stimuli were identical to those developed by
Wang et al. (2005) specifically for studies of MDD.
Given that pervasive sadness is a diagnostic feature of
MDD, images were chosen to elicit that particular
emotion. An insufficient number of images from the
more commonly used International Affective Picture
System (Lang et al., 2005) elicit the specific emotion of
sadness (Mikels et al., 2005), and thus we employed an
image set that was designed and previously normed to
assess responses to sad stimuli (Wang et al., 2005). In a
subsequent study byWang and colleagues, both controls
and MDD participants again rated the images as sad,
Please cite this article as: Dichter, G.S., et al., Affective context interferes w
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with MDD participants more likely to rate the images as
“very sad” than controls (Wang et al., 2008).

This grayscale stimulus set contains 56 sad and 54
neutral images. Sad images were those that elicited
average sadness ratings of 2 or higher on a 3-point
sadness intensity scale (1=not sad/unsure, 2=mildly
sad, 3=sad) from a non-clinical validation sample. The
sad pictures contained scenes of humans crying or
portrayed sad facial expressions. The neutral images
were matched as closely as possible to the final pool of
sad pictures for presence and number of human figures
in the image, postural features, gaze direction, and
gender. The initial fMRI validation study employing
these images confirmed robust amygdala activation in
response to these sad images (Wang et al., 2005).
Stimuli were presented using CIGAL presentation
software (Voyvodic, 1999) and displayed to the
participants through magnet-compatible goggles (Reso-
nance Technology, Inc., Northridge CA).

After the fMRI session was complete, pictures were
presented again, outside of the scanner, and participants
rated each with respect to pleasure and arousal using the
Self Assessment Manikin (Bradley and Lang, 1994), a
9-point Likert pictorial assessment technique.

2.4. Imaging

Scanning was performed on a General Electric 4T
LX NVi MRI scanner system equipped with 41 mT/m
gradients (General Electric, Waukesha, Wisconsin,
USA). A quadrature birdcage radio frequency (RF)
head coil was used for transmit and receive. The
participant's head was immobilized using blocks of
ith cognitive control in unipolar depression: An fMRI investigation,
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foam. Sixty-eight high resolution images were acquired
using a 3D fast SPGR pulse sequence (TR=12 ms;
TE=5.4 ms; FOV=24 cm; image matrix=256×192;
voxel size=0.9375×0.9375×1.9 mm; 72 oblique axial
slices; δ=20°) and used for coregistration with the
functional data. Structural images were aligned in a near
axial plane defined by the anterior and posterior
commissures. Whole brain functional images were
acquired using an echoplanar pulse sequence sensitive to
blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast (TR,
2000 ms; TE, 25 ms; FOV, 24 cm; image matrix=642;
δ=60°; voxel size, 3.75×3.75×3.8 mm; 34 axial slices).
The functional images were aligned similarly to the
structural images. A semi-automated high-order shimming
program ensured global field homogeneity.

2.5. Imaging data analysis

Head motion was analyzed by center of mass
measurements in three orthogonal planes, and imaging
ig. 2. Within-group activations patterns to all target events for control (in red) and MDD (in blue) participants. Cluster mean threshold ZN2.3 and a
luster-corrected significance threshold of pb0.05. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
ersion of this article.)
F
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v
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epochs with mean intensities greater than three standard
deviations of the average intensity in a run were excluded
from analyses. During runs 1–5, only epochs during
which participants gave a correct response were included
in analyses.

Functional data were preprocessed using FSL version
4.0.2 (Oxford Centre for Functional Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging of the Brain (FMRIB), Oxford Uni-
versity, U.K.). Timing files were converted to FSL
compatible format and NIFTI image data files were
generated. Preprocessing was applied in the following
steps: (i) brain extraction for non-brain removal (Smith
et al., 2004), (ii) motion correction using MCFLIRT
(Smith, 2002), (iii) spatial smoothing using a Gaussian
kernel of FWHM 5 mm, (iv) mean-based intensity
normalization of all volumes by the same factor, and (v)
high-pass filtering (Jenkinson et al., 2002). Functional
images of each subject were co-registered to structural
images in native space, and structural images were
normalized into a standard stereotaxic space (Montreal
ith cognitive control in unipolar depression: An fMRI investigation,
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Neurological Institute) for intersubject comparison. The
same transformation matrices used for structural-to-
standard transformations were then used for functional-
to-standard space transformations of co-registered
functional images. All registrations were carried out
using an intermodal registration tool (Jenkinson et al.,
2002; Smith et al., 2004). Voxel-wise temporal
autocorrelation was estimated and corrected using
FMRIB's Improved Linear Model (Jenkinson and
Smith, 2001).

Onset times of events were used to model a signal
response containing a regressor for each response type,
which was convolved with a double-γ function to model
the hemodynamic response. Model fitting generated
whole brain images of parameter estimates and variances,
representing average signal change from baseline (activa-
tion; positive regressor) and below baseline (deactivation;
negative regressor). Group-wise activation and deactiva-
Fig. 3. Between-group contrasts depicting brain areas with greater activatio
neutral images (in red) and brain areas with greater activation in MDD pa
blue). Note: ACG: Anterior Cingulate Gyrus; PCG: Posterior Cingulate Gy
mean threshold ZN2.3 and a cluster-corrected significance threshold of pb0.
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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tion imageswere calculated by amixed effects higher level
analysis using Bayesian estimation techniques, FMRIB
Local Analysis of Mixed Effects (FILM, Woolrich et al.,
2001) with a conservative cluster mean threshold of
ZN2.3 and a cluster-corrected significance threshold of
pb0.05 (FLAME 1 + 2) (Beckmann et al., 2003).

3. Results

3.1. Imaging data

Fig. 2 illustrates within-group activation patterns to all
target events, collapsed across sad and neutral blocks. The
figure illustrates that in both diagnostic groups, target
events activated a common prefrontal network, including
the anterior and posterior cingulate gyrus, the midfrontal
gyrus, and the inferior frontal gyrus. Strikingly, there were
no statistically significant group differences with respect to
n in control participants to target events embedded within blocks of
rticipants to target events embedded within blocks of sad images (in
rus MFG: Middle Frontal Gyrus; IFG: Inferior Frontal Gyrus. Cluster
05. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,

ith cognitive control in unipolar depression: An fMRI investigation,
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prefrontal activation patterns in response to target events,
collapsed across sad and neutral blocks (data not shown).

Fig. 3 illustrates between-groups activation pattern
differences with respect to target events embedded
within blocks of emotional images. Depicted are areas
of greater activation in the control group to targets
presented within neutral blocks (in red) and areas of
Table 1
Z-scores and coordinates of peak voxels of local maxima of main
effects

Montreal Neurologic Institute Coordinates (millimeters)

Zmax X Y Z Region

Control group 5.59 6 −76 10 Intracalcarine cortex
4.48 18 −2 66 Superior frontal gyrus
4.78 2 −8 56 Precentral gyrus
3.91 −6 52 −4 Paracingulate gyrus
3.67 2 54 22 Anterior cingulate gyrus
3.54 20 10 18 Caudate
3.02 −44 34 4 Inferior frontal gyrus
2.94 48 20 81 Inferior frontal gyrus
2.55 −30 34 30 Middle frontal gyrus

MDD group 4.65 6 −76 6 Intracalcarine cortex
3.68 16 20 −2 Caudate
3.50 −18 −18 74 Precentral gyrus
3.49 4 22 44 Paracingulate gyrus
3.38 −12 18 2 Caudate
3.31 48 14 30 Middle frontal gyrus
2.92 14 −2 66 Superior frontal gyrus
2.92 −36 22 −14 Orbital frontal cortex

All target events

Montreal Neurologic Institute Coordinates (millimeters)

Zmax X Y Z Region

3.62 −44 22 38 Middle frontal gyrus
2.39 48 77 55 Anterior cingulate gyrus

ControlNMDD: targets within neutral blocks

Montreal Neurologic Institute Coordinates (millimeters)

Zmax X Y Z Region

3.72 16 −32 8 Thalamus
3.24 −40 −60 −8 Fusiform cortex
3.24 38 −66 −10 Fusiform cortex
2.94 32 28 −18 Orbital frontal cortex
2.80 −42 40 8 Inferior frontal gyrus
2.70 45 97 38 Frontal pole
2.69 18 −12 24 Caudate
2.67 34 14 8 Insular cortex
2.62 −40 −8 64 Precentral gyrus
2.54 34 40 32 Middle frontal gyrus
2.49 −8 50 20 Anterior gingulate gyrus
2.41 −42 38 30 Middle frontal gyrus
2.34 0 −56 22 Precuneus
3.31 −18 −32 2 Thalamus
MDDNControl: targets within sad blocks
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greater activation in the MDD group to targets presented
within sad blocks (in blue). The figure illustrates that the
only prefrontal region characterized by relatively greater
control group activation (in red) to targets embedded
within neutral blocks was the left midfrontal gyrus. The
MDD group demonstrated no prefrontal areas with
greater activation to this contrast (data not shown).
However, the MDD group demonstrated relatively
greater activation to target events embedded within
sad blocks (in blue) in the mid-, inferior, and orbito-
frontal gyrus and the anterior cingulate. There were no
prefrontal lobe areas with greater activation to target
events embedded within sad blocks in the control group
relative to the MDD group, and there were no clusters
with greater activation in the control group relative to
the MDD group during targets within sad blocks (data
not shown). Table 1 indicates activation coordinates for
these contrasts.

The top of Fig. 4 depicts areas of greater activation to
sad blocks from the block-only runs (i.e., runs 6 and 7),
and illustrates that the MDD group demonstrated
relatively greater activation in the left amygdala to sad
images than the control group.

Finally, we assessed for relations between regional
brain activation values and depressive symptom severity
in an exploratory fashion. The bottom of Fig. 4 depicts
results of covariate analyses illustrating a significant
correlation between bilateral midfrontal activations in
response to target events embedded within sad blocks
and Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) scores.

3.2. Behavioral performance

The top of Fig. 5 illustrates accuracy and latency in
response to targets embedded within blocks of sad and
neutral pictures. An omnibus 2 (Group: depressed,
nondepressed)×2 (Condition: sad targets, neutral targets)
repeated-measures MANOVA on accuracy data revealed
no main effect of Condition or Group×Condition
interaction, p'sN .15, but a trend towards a main effect of
Group, F(1,27)=2.98, pb0.10. Within both diagnostic
groups alone, there were no accuracy differences between
responses to conditions, p'sN .25. A similar analysis of
latency data revealed no main effect of Condition, Group,
or Group×Condition interaction, p'sN .30. Within both
diagnostic groups alone, there were no latency differences
between responses to picture categories, p'sN .85.

3.3. Self-report responses to pictures

The bottom of Fig. 5 depicts mean picture ratings
for both diagnostic groups. A Group (depressed,
ith cognitive control in unipolar depression: An fMRI investigation,
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Fig. 4. Top. Coronal view depicting relatively greater activation in the left amygdala (AMY) in MDD participants in response to block of sad images,
relative to blocks of neutral images, during runs without target events (i.e., runs 6 and 7). Cluster mean threshold ZN2.3 and a cluster-corrected
significance threshold of pb0.05. The coordinates of peak activation in the left AMY is 32 mm, 63 mm, 25 mm. Bottom. Coronal view depicting
relations between Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) scores and midfrontal activations to target events embedded within blocks of sad images in the
MDD group (left) and scatterplot of this relation (right). Note: MFG: Middle Frontal Gyrus.
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nondepressed)×Valence (neutral, sad) ANOVA on plea-
sure ratings revealed a main effect of Valence, multi-
variate F(1,27)=217.61, pb0.0001, indicating that, for
both groups, valence ratings followed the pattern of the a
priori valence categories (i.e., sad pictures were rated as
less pleasant than neutral pictures), but no main effect of
Group or Group×Valence interaction, p'sN0.35. Follow-
up between-groups t tests revealed no group differences
in valence ratings of either picture category, p'sN0.40. A
similar analysis of arousal ratings revealed a main effect
of Valence, multivariate F(1,27)=32.05, pb0.0001,
indicating that both groups found the sad images to be
more arousing than the neutral images, but no main effect
of Group or Group×Valence interaction, p'sN0.20.
Follow-up between-groups t tests revealed no group
differences in arousal ratings of either picture category,
p'sN0.25.
Please cite this article as: Dichter, G.S., et al., Affective context interferes w
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4. Discussion

The purpose of the present investigationwas to examine
the influence of limbic hyper-reactivity to sad events on
functioning of prefrontal brain regions in response to
cognitive control stimuli in MDD via a mixed block/event
target detection task. The oddball task presented rare target
events embedded within blocks of neutral and sad images,
thereby allowing for separate examinations of prefrontal
recruitment in response to target events embedded within
sad and neutral blocks. Affective images were employed
that have been shown to elicit sadness specifically and to
recruit amygdala activation in control and MDD samples
(Wang et al., 2005, 2008).

Analyses focused on responses to target events, both
overall and within sad and neutral blocks separately.
Analyses of responses to all target events, regardless of
ith cognitive control in unipolar depression: An fMRI investigation,
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Fig. 5. Top Left: In-scanner accuracy (percent correct) for target events presented embedded within sad and neutral blocks. Top Right: In-scanner latency (in
ms) for target events presented embedded within sad and neutral blocks. Bottom Left: Mean valence ratings of neutral and sad images by both diagnostic
groups. The range of ratings was: 1 (extremely unpleasant) to 9 (extremely pleasant). Bottom Right: Mean arousal ratings of neutral and sad images by both
diagnostic groups. The range of ratings was: 1 (not at all aroused) to 9 (extremely aroused). Note: Errors bars represent group standard errors of the mean.
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whether they were embedded within sad or neutral blocks,
did not reveal evidence of prefrontal hypo-activation in the
MDD group in response to the cognitive control task.
However, group differences emerged when analyses were
constrained to responses to target events embedded within
either the sad or neutral blocks.

Analyses of responses to cognitive control stimuli
embedded within neutral blocks revealed relatively
greater midfrontal and anterior cingulate activation in
the control group. This pattern of findings is broadly
consistent with published findings of prefrontal hypo-
activation in MDD during cognitive control tasks
(Brody et al., 2001; Rogers et al., 2004; Robertson
et al., 2007). However, analyses of responses to
cognitive control stimuli embedded within sad blocks
revealed relatively greater prefrontal activation in the
MDD group. This is the first report, to our knowledge,
of relatively greater prefrontal activation in MDD to
cognitive control stimuli presented within a sad context.
These results suggest that prefrontal dysfunction in
Please cite this article as: Dichter, G.S., et al., Affective context interferes w
J. Affect Disord. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.jad.2008.06.027
MDD may take a different form in sad contexts than in
neutral or baseline contexts. Responses to passive
viewing block-only runs revealed greater left amygdala
responses to sad stimuli in the MDD group, providing
support for the conclusion that amygdala hyper-activa-
tion in the MDD group to sad images resulted in
relatively greater prefrontal recruitment to target stimuli.
Because analyses were restricted to trials with correct
behavioral responses (i.e., correct button responses to
target events), these group differences reflect differential
neural recruitment by emotional block conditions rather
than behavioral performance differences.

The prefrontal cortex is known to mediate a number of
goal-directed behaviors. Relevant in the present context is
evidence that themidfrontal and inferior frontal gyrus and the
anterior cingulate mediate cognitive control and cognitive
interference (Bunge et al., 2001; Fan et al., 2005; Fichtenholtz
et al., 2004). We conclude that the pattern of increased pre-
frontal activation in this context in the MDD group reflected
that greater “cognitive effort”was required (e.g.,Matsuo et al.,
ith cognitive control in unipolar depression: An fMRI investigation,
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2007) to disengage from the sad images to respond to target
events. In other words, it may be the case that responding to
target events embedded within sad blocks required, in
essence, greater cognitive control in theMDD group because
of greater engagement with the task-irrelevant images.

Exploratory covariate analyses of relations between
brain activations to target events embedded within sad
blocks and the severity of depressive symptoms revealed a
direct association between activity of bilateral midfrontal
cortex and BDI scores. Consistent with the hypothesis that
greater severity of depression symptoms would require
greater “cognitive effort” to disengage from sad stimuli, we
found that 70% of the variance of activation values was
explained by BDI scores. Clearly, this finding merits
replication in larger samples, but suggests that depression
severity is directly linked to the effects of affective
interference on cognitive control in unipolar MDD.

We note that that in addition to our relatively small
sample size, an added interpretive caveat of this study is the
particular images used to induce sadness. Though the image
set has been employed in other studies of affective
processing in MDD and control participants (Wang et al.,
2005, 2008), with both control and MDD groups rating the
images as inducing sadness, it is relatively less well normed
than other stimulus sets designed to induce emotional re-
sponses (e.g., Lang et al., 2005). Though the present study
presents confirmatory self-report evidence that negative
emotion was induced by the images in both groups (i.e.,
ratings of valence were lower to sad images than neutral
images in both groups), specific ratings of sadness were not
collected. Additionally, the image set used in the present
study was designed to induce sadness but not necessarily
high levels of physiological arousal. Although this stimulus
set has been demonstrated to recruit amygdala activation in
prior clinical and non-clinical studies (Wang et al., 2005,
2008), high levels of induced arousal are known to enhance
amygdala activation (Dalton et al., 2005). Thus, it is possible
that amygdala responses were attenuated by the affective
qualities of the stimuli employed. Further research using the
present stimuli will allow for comparisons with other
affective picture sets.Wealso note that evidence of amygdala
hyper-activation to sad images during themixed block/event
runs (i.e., runs 1–5) was drawn from data collected during
passive viewing block runs (runs 6 and 7). As described
earlier, this design feature was chosen because of the
possibly confounding effects of analyzing responses to sad
event embeddedwithin the target detection task that required
behavioral responses.

Analyses of in-scanner accuracy and reaction times did
not reveal group differences, nor did self-report valence and
arousal ratings of the images. The disparity between fMRI
and behavioral data may be due to the relative ease of the
Please cite this article as: Dichter, G.S., et al., Affective context interferes w
J. Affect Disord. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.jad.2008.06.027
target detection task, which resulted in MDD participants
demonstrating no differences in behavioral responses,
despite clear disparities in fMRI data. We thus conclude
that brain imaging data provided unique information not
discernable from behavioral or self-reportmeasures. Though
current models of emotion regulation (e.g., Taylor and
Liberzon, 2007) suggest a decreased ability to exert cognitive
control in MDD that would result in more behavioral
interference and less prefrontal activity, the fMRI task in the
present studywas simple enough that groups did not differ in
behavior. Thus the present findings should be viewed as
reflective of functional prefrontal characteristics in MDD in
the context of intact behavioral performance.2 In this regard,
we interpret our primary findings to indicate that increased
prefrontal activity in sad contexts in theMDD group reflects
a compensatory process, as evidenced by intact behavioral
performance, relative to nondepressed participants.

In summary, this is the first report to our knowledge of the
effects of immediate sad context on the neural correlates of
cognitive control in MDD. These results represent fMRI
evidence that prolonged or enhanced processing of sad
events impacts environmental responding even after the
termination of the sad stimulus, and are consistent with self-
report data thatMDD is characterized by enhanced reactions
to sad stimuli after the termination of sad events (Peeters et
al., 2003; Rottenberg, 2005). The differential effect of sad
versus neutral context on prefrontal activation during
cognitive control, with hyper-activation in the former and
hypo-activation in the latter, also highlights the critical
importance of current mood state and affective context on
cognition in MDD. We conclude that future studies of
cognitive control deficits in MDD should assess the
boundary conditions of anomalous prefrontal responses to
cognitive control tasks.
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